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A sm all prism interferomctC'r is described that is a modification of the Bates' wave 
front shearing interferometer. The prism is small, rugged, and yersat ile. The shape of 
any converging wave front from any optical element or compo und instrumeilt may be 
measured ,,·ith this instrument. 

Several variations of the prism are d escrib ed that have characteristic properties. Specia l 
features are introduced for eli minating spherical aberration d rects, for producing fringes of 
different characteristics, and for testing a ll wave fronts up to and exceed ing tl)at of an 
F.1 cone of rays. 

D etails for making and adjusting the prisms are given. Examples are given for inter
preting the interferograms. 

1. Introduction 

The principles o f the wave front shearing inter
ferometer (WSI ) ita ve been described by Professor 
J . W. Bates [1]. This interferometer is particularly 
well suited for measuring the shapes of converging 
wave fronts. The difficulty of making the Bates 
instrument and others that have subsequently been 
desnibed has limi ted the applications. This paper 
describes a simple form of WSI that is easily con
s tructed, easily adjusted, a nd is practical. It is 
very small and can be mounted in an eyepiece cell 
for testing astronomical telescopes or as a cOllvenient 
moun t for 0 ther a pplica tions. 

The WSI described by Bates co nsists of two beam 
dividers, two front-fa ce mirrors, and two co mpen
sator plates. The a ngle of shear could be varied at 
will in the Bates model. Later models of t he WSI 
by Drew [2] and Brown [3] are more compacL. The 
Brown version is a relatively compact instrum ent of 
f!Xed shear. The instrument described here is more 
compact than any of the previous models, is quite 
easy to adjust, and is relatively free from vibration 
effects. 

The WSI is qui te suitable for testing lenses, mir
rors, and combinations of these. It is also quite 
practical for studying atmospheric effects on light. 
Professor Bates described a method for analyzing 
the results from a WSI when the converging wave 
front is axially symm eLrical. D. S. Brown [4] 
described ano ther method of i nterpreta tion 0 f sheitred 
interferograms. The author of this paper has given 
a rigorous mathematical operation [5] for in terpreta
tion of sheared interferograms that does not depend 
upon symmetry of wave form . The solution is 
unique for any chosen "fitmily" of reference points. 

The elements forming this wave front shearing 
interferometer have been combined in to a small 
compound prism that may be made into a variety 
of forms. Each form may be constructed wi th or 
without a built-in wedge that either permits or 
prevents rotation of the fringes. The two compo-

nenLs of the prism are cemenLed together for stabili-
7.ation of those ad.iustments thaL sho uld remain 
fixed, without limi ting the itdj ustments that are 
essential to iLs operation. The unit is small, rugged, 
co mpact, easily consLructed, easily adjusted, and 
simple to use. 

2 . Basic Optical Principles 

The wave front shearing interferometer (VV~I) is 
a modification of that developed by 11ach and 
Zehnder [6]. It diITers from the MZ-interferometer in 
that convergen t light is used instead of collimated 
ligh t, the reflecting and beam-dividing surfaces are 
not parallel, Lbe co mponent beams emerge non
parallel, and Lhe frin ges are nonlocalized. The 
angle bet\\'een the emergin g co mponents of any )"a y 
represents the angle of shear. To get observable 
in terference between these two beams a source 
that is small [1] in Lhe direction of shear is necessa ry. 

The differen tial deviation of the co mpo]] ellt 
beams is accom pli shed in the Bates WSI by tilLing 
one of the beam dividers, whereas in Lhe Drew WSI 
it is effected by rotat ing one of Lho front-face Jll irrors. 
The vertex, OJ" point of convergence, of one of Lhe 
component wave fronts (images of the source) is 
always located near the opt ical clement that is 
used to effect the diA'erential deviation (angle of 
shear). The lateral separation of Lhe two images 
of the source determin es the width of the hinges 
(as in the Fresnel 's mirrors [7] arrangement.) 

In figure lA, the lens, L , form s two images of 
the light source, 8, at 8[ and 8 2 . The two component 
beams (represented by the two co mponents of the 
principal ray and designated as 1 and 2) suffer toLal 
internitl reflection at points PI and P 2. Each of 
these beams again divides at plane B into two com
ponents- the transm itted beam, 1, dividing into 
beams l' and 1" and the reHected b eams, 2, dividing 
into beams 2' and 2". An observer's eye located 
close to the prism so as to receive either pair of rays 
l' and 2" or 1" and 2' will be able to see two images 
of L (Ll and L 2, figure IB). 
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FIGU RE lA. Optical arrangement for testing a lens, L. The two elements of the prism, AlB and A 2B, are cemented together, with 
a semireflecting coat of aluminum on one of the cemented surfaces. Refmction at the two exit faces is assumed to be negligible. 

B. LI and L2 are images of L, as seen through prisms AlB and A 2B, res pectively, by an observer's eye located behind the 
prism and receiving rays 1" and 2' . The image PI' of PI appears to coincide with P z. 

C. Fringes of interference that appear to be localized in the overlapping areas of the two images, LI and L2• -( 

The two component prjsms, shown in figure lA, 
have angles al and a2 that differ by a chosen amount. 
Prism AlB is assumed to have been moved parallel 
to the plane of figure 1 and relative to prism A2B 
so that the image of P 1[P2 ], with respect to the semi
reflecting plane B, coincides with P 2[P1l. This 
places F\ and P2 equal distances from both the 
source and the observer. The two emerging beams, 
I' and 2", appear to intersect at PI and the other 
pair of beams, I" and 2', appears to intersect at 
P2• Images of 8 1 and 8 2 appear to be located at 
8~' and 8~, respectively. This adjustment of the 
prisms makes the two paths of light through the 
center of the lens equal so that when white light is 
used the zero order of interference is observed to 
pass midway between the centers of the two images 
of the lens. This fringe is almost colorless with a 
relatively pure colored fringe on each side of it. 
All other fringes are colored with varying tints due 
to overlapping of colors. 

If the points PI and P2 are further from. L than 
8 1 and 8 2 , images of 8 are formed between the lens 
and these points. If, however, the points PI and 
P 2 are nearer the lens than SI and 8 2 , the images of 8 
are beyond the points PI and P2• By moving 
either the prism, the lens, or the source along the 
axis of the lens, the emerging components of the 
principal rays remain fixed relative to the prism and 
the two component images of the source, 8~' and 
8~ (see figure IB), appear to move along the two 
components of the principal ray. If the two images 
are made to coincide with P ; and P 2 they will also 

coincide with each other and the two components, 
I" and 2' (or l' and 2/1), of the principal ray inter
sect at P 2 (or P~)'. Consequently the lateral sepa
ration of the two coherent images, 8~ and 8~, 
(figure 2A) may be varied at will by a simple linear 
translation of the prism along the axis of the lens. 

Since the two images, 8 1 and 8 2, are coherent, of 
equal intensity, and equally distant from both the 
observer and the source, 8, the two emerging cones 
of light will combine to produce low-order inter
ference. The two coherent images act exactly as 
the two coherent sources in the Fresnel's mirrors [7] 
arrangement. The fringes of interference are non
localized. If either of the two pairs of beams, I' 
and 2" or I" and 2', is projected onto a photographic 
emulsion (on film or paper) a photograph of the 
fringes is obtained. Also using a camera to receive 
either pair of beams, the fringes may be photo
graphed in good contrast. The focusing of the 
camera does not vary the contrast, but if the lens, 
L, is imperfect the nature of the interferogram 
(fringe pattern) will vary with changes in the focus 
of the camera because the shape of the wave front 
changes as it is propagated from one position to 
another. 

Interference fringes appear only in the overlapping 
areas (fig. lC) of the two component beams. These 
fringes will be straight if the lens, L, is free from 
axial aberrations. Figure 2A shows several sets of 
fringes that illustrate the effect of moving the prism 
along the axis of the lens. As in the Fresnel's 
mirrors arrangement, the fringes are al ways perpendic-
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ular to the direction of the straigh t lin e joining 
S~ and S~' and Lheir width (or separaLion ) is inversely 
proportional to Lbe latera l distance between t he 
two image S; a I1d S~/. 

Since the two rays, I" and 2', in tersect (lying in a 
common plan e) and since the Lwo image , S~ and 
S~/, are equally dis tan L from Lhe poin L of in tersection , 
the relative direcLion oJ Lhe Lwo images does not 
change. Consequently, Lhe frin ges do not rotate 
with movement of the prism along Lhe principal 
ray. 

If the compound prism (fig. 1A) is moved perpen
dicular to the axis of the lens and in the plane of 
figure l A, the distance from the two images, S~ and 
S ~' (fig. 2B), to the observer becomes unequal and 
the zero order of interference moves away from the 
center of the field. The movements of the fringes, 
due to prism movements along the axis, will be similar 
to those in figure 2A and the zero order of interference 
will be displaced hom the cen ter of th e field . The 
zero-order frin ge is ind icated in figu re 2 by repre
senting it wiLh lines thaL are heavier tb an for other 
orders. 

The analys is of wave fronLs by the method 
described in reference [5] requires that a "family of 
referel1ce points" (appendix A) be chosen along a 
line parallel to the direcLion of shear. 

If prisms AlB and A 2B (fig. 3) are eaeh rotated a 
few degrees about an ax is normal to B and through 
points PI and P2, Tays 1 and 2 will be deflected ou L 
of the pln,ne of figLlre 3A. If the rotation is equal 
for the two prism components bu t in oppo iLe 
d irections Lhe two component rays will be deflected 
by equal amounts. Thi s results in a sh earing of the 
wave front. The direction of shear is perpen di cular 
to the plane of figure 3A, whereas the shear indicated 
by figure 1B was in Lhe plane of figure 1A. The two 
emerging rays l' and 2" (or I" and 2') lie in a plane 
that i normal to that of figure 3A. Figure 3B 
shows the observed images of the lens as seen by 
beams 1" and 2'" in a plane normal to that of figure 
3A. The plane of figure 3B is also normal to that 
of figure lB. 

T he two prisms shown in figures I and 3 shear 
the wave fronL in directions that are perpendicular 
and parallel, respectively, to the vertices of the 
prism angles. The spacing of the fringes in both 
prisms varies when the prism is moved along tbe 
principal ray. T he frin ges in both prisms move 
laterally, without change of spacing, when Lhe prism 
is moved in the direction of shear and do not change 
for small movements of the prism p erpendicular 
both to the principal ray and to the direction of 
shear. 

If the prisms in figu res I and 3 have been adjusted 
to place the images of PI and P 2 coincident, the two 
sources will always be equally distant from the 
intersection of the components of the principal rays. 
Consequently, the direction of the line joining the 
two image sources will not change and the inter
ference fringes will not rotate. If the frin ges are to 
be rotatable the components of the principal ray 
must not in tersect each other. 
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FIGU RE 2A. The com ponents of the principal my (1" and 2' 
of fig. 1 B ) intersect at coincident points PI' and P 2• The 
fTinge spacing varies with separation of images S ,' and S," 
but do not rotate. 

B. Components of pl'incipal ray intersect, b1tt not at 
PI' or P 2• P I' and P 2 aTe equally distant /Tom the point of 
inteTsection. The zero-order fringe is displaced fTom the 
center of the pattern. 

C. The two component rays, 1" and 2' do not intersect. 
The hOI'izontal component of the fringe width is invariant and 
the vertical component varies as in the above .figures, A and B. 
This results in a rotation of the fringes. The fringe width is 
a maximum when the separation of the two images of the 
source are closest together. 

It is desirable, in many cases, to use white light 
sources for testing lenses- particularly for testing 
astronomical telescopes wi th light from celestial 
stars. When white light is used for the source Lhe 
number of usable frin ges is limited. In this case 
it is desirable that the frin ges be as nearly parallel 
to the lin e of reference poinLs as possible and with 
the zero-order fringe (the fringe of besL visibility) 
located on or among the reference points. The prism 
described above and illusLrated in figure I does not 
permit this adjustment without making the fringes 
too broad for accurate readings, unless the wave 
front has cons iderable d istortion. 

The WSI prism may be designed to permit rotation 
of the fringes. In the preferred design for rotatab~e 
fringes, the sh earing of the component beams lS 

accomplished by using two identical prism compo-
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FIGURE 3A. The two components of the prism ar'e identical, with the all,minum coat on one prism only. Shear is obtained by 
rotating the two components about an axis normal to B , but in opposite directions. 

B. The planes of figures A and B aTe normal to each other. 

nents with a relative rotation of these components 
about an axis that is normal to Lhe dividing plane, B. 
If the angles of the two component prisms are equal 
and no shear is introduced, the two component rays 
l' and 2" or 1" and 2' (figure 3) will coincide. The 
two images of L (shown in fig. 3B as Ll and L z) will 
coincide. The optical path difference between rays 
1 and 2, and all other rays in the beam, will be zero. 
No fringes will be observed because the phase 
difference is constant over the entire beam. 

To obtain rotation of the fringes the two compo
nent rays 1" and 2' (and also l' and 2") are shifted, 
relative to each other, in the direction normal to the 
plane of figure 3B. Figure 4 shows the ray trace 
through a prism that ha,s been adjusted to perform 
this shift. Dividing planes BJ and B2 are parallel to 
each other and separated by a distance, t, that is 
proportional to the resultant lateral separation, el, 
of the two component emerging beams. 

The prism of figure 4 is adjusted to produce zero 
optical path difference for the two component princi
pal rays. Shear is obtained by a relative rotation of 
the prisms, exactly as described for the prism of 
figure 3. 

The two components, 1 and 2, of the principal 
ray will emerge in planes that are perpendicular to 
the plane of figure 4 and separated by the distance CZ. 
The component rays will make equal angles, but of 
opposite sign, with the plane of figure 4. When the 
prism is moved along the axis of the lens the two 
images of the source move along the two rays 1 and 2, 
remaining equally distant from both the source and 

the observer . The zero-order fringe remains at the 
center of the field. The separation and relative 
direction of the two images of the source change with 
this movement of prism. Consequently, the fringes 
rotate and change width during this movement. 

FIGURE 4. The two components of the prism are identical. 
Tbe renecting film on P, extends from tbe vertex of {J to tbe normal projection of 

p, onto P. '1'be refl ecting film on PI extends from tbe vertex of " to tbe 
normal projection of Pz on Pl _ 
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Figure 20 indicates the two pen cils of rays about the 
component r ays 1 and 2. The direction a nd width 
of fringes for several positions of the prism, r elative 
to the lens, ar c shown. 

WIlCn the fringes arc alined in the direction of 
shear they are of maximum widLh. Since the r efer
ence points must be on ,L lin e parallel to the direction 
of shear, the zero-order fringe can be alin ed with the 
line of r efer ence points (assum i ng a good lens is being 
tested ) and the zero-order fringe can be shifted 
laterally for most favorable r e<l.ding of orders. 

3 . Symbolic Designation of Prism Types 

The original prism in terferometer was found to be 
a special case of a large variety of forms. Also, each 
form may be constructed and ad justed to provide a 
variety of prop erties, angles of shear , and other 
sp ecial adaptations. A description of on e or two of 
these prisms would not adequately cover t he develop
ment. 

Th ere arc two geometrical forms, a quadrilateral 
and a h exagonal prism (see fLg . 5) . The usable 
angles of each of these two form s cover a consid erable 
but fLnite range. Either form of prism with any 
combination of u sable a ngles may b e adj usted to 
have any angle of shear over a cons iderable ra nge. 
There arc two distinctive ways of producing shears 
which are normal to each 0 ther relative to t h e prism. 
Each of the e types of shear is as ocia ted with adjust
m ents of the interference frin ges that have advnn tages 
and disad van tages for various typ es of measurem en ts . 

In order to describe these prisms adequately we 
will describe their common properties, m ethod of 
adjustm ent , construction , etc., as a group. To do 
this an abbreviation will b e used for designaLion of 
groups, a nd the abbreviations are so chosen Lhat for 
future use defin i te specification s may be indicated 
for all types and forms. The chosen abbreviation is 
a compo und letter-number symbol that indicates 
sever al of the prism's sig nifi cant characteristics. The 
generalized symbol is NElVS (N = Number , E = 
Entrance face, W= Width of fringes, and S = Sh ear). 

The first symbol, N, represents th e number of 
sides or faces of t ]l e co mpound prism. 'Vh en the 
numerical value of N is s ig nifi cant its valu e will 
app ear as a subscript (N4 [or quadrilateral and N6 for 
hexagonal prisms); otherwise N appears without 
th e subscript .. . 

The second symbol, E, indicates the Jonn of the 
entrance face of the prism. Wh en E appears 
without a subscript, t he shape of th e entrance face 
is not significant to the statement in which it app ears . 
When the shap e is significant it will b e indi cated by 
subscripts (E p for plane and E s for sph erical en trance 
face). 

The third symbol , W, represents th e maximum 
width fringes that can b e obtained, wiLh a perfect 
wave front, by moving the prism along the lens axis. 
The value of W is fuli te if the direction of s bear is 
parallel to the refracting edges of tbe prism (fig. 3) 

and the b eam-dividing area is divided between the 
two co mponent prisms (fig. 4). The value of TV is 
infinite if the direction of shear is perpendicular to 
the r el"racti Il g edges of the prism, regardless of 
whether the beam-dividing areas are confuled to 
one prism or d ivided between the components. 

Th e lateral separation of the componen ts of the 
principal ray, obta in ed by separating the planes of 
the two b eam-dividin g areas, corresponds to th e 
in t roducLion of a fixed wedge between the two 
co mponent wave fronLs. S imilarily , th e wedge 
between th e wave 1"1'011 Ls that is caused by a separa
Lion of Lhe tlvo coh eren t iLll ages 01" Lhe sou rce in Lh e 
direct ion 01" sh ear may be called th e va ri able ,,'edge. 
·When the directions of l hese lI'edges arc the same 
Lhey ca nn ot b e di stingllished a nd Lhe I"riLlges act 
exacLly as t ll ey do in a pris m witllOU L a fi.x ed wedge, 
' Vhell the direction of Lb e fixed wedge is p erp endi c
ular Lo t hat of the variable weel ge, the widths of Lhe 
frin ges in these two directions ar e proporLional to 
Lhe m agniLude 01" the two wedges, r espec tively . 
Th e width in oll e direcLion (hori zontally in fig. 2) 
is invari a nt an d the width ill Lh e oLber direction 
(verLically in fi g. 2) vari es with Lh e posi t ion of Lhe 
prism rclaLive to Lhe lens (or point of convergen ce). 

A prism wiLh a buill- in wedge Lhat is perpend icular 
Lo lh e direc Lion 01" s hea r will b e des ignated by lV. 
(s sLallds for German senkrecht, m eaning " perpendi c
ular "). J I" t lte lLull1er ic<11 va lue of Il' is to be 
indi cated also it w ill appear as a subscript of W 
and expressed in uni ts of milliradians. Thus a 
prism w iLh a built-in wedge of 2.l mrad will b e 
indica Led by NEW2.1 SS. 

A prism with a builL-in wedge Ll wL is parallel to 
Lh e direction of shear will b e des ignaled by H'I} (p for 
" parallel" ) . S imilarily , a pri sm wiLli n o bu il t-in 
wedge (aluminum on one surface only) will be 
des ignaLed by Woo b ecause the mag niLude o[ TV is 
given by this subscrip t. 

It will b e noLed tha t the num eri cal valu e of lir' in a 
NE WpS-Lype prism is also infi nilY. H owever , i t is 
des irable Lo discrirninaLe between Lhe thr ee types 
and tllCse sY Lllbols seem to b e most appropriate. 

The fourth symbol i ndi caLes th e mag niLude and 
direction of the shear. If th e valu e and direc tion 
are ins ignificanL Lo a s taLelllent in which it appears, 
the symbol S will suffice. H sh ear is prod uced by 
a r elative rotaLion of t be pris m compon ent, to b e 
described la ter, its direct ion will be parallel to the 
refracting edges of Lhe prism a. nd th e corresponding 
symbol is Sf!. Jf shear is produ ced by using prisms 
of different a ngles, th e direcLioll 01" shear will be 
perpelldicular to t he refracting edges of Lhe prism 
a nd the co rrespo ll ding sy mbol is S s. When the 
num eri cal valu e of the shear is to b e indicated it 
w ill appear in u ni ts of Jllilliradi a ns as a part of the 
subscr ip L of S . Thus a shea.r of 2.1 mrad in a prism 
having co mponents of differ en t angles will be 
i nclica Led by 8 2 I s · Similarity, a prism having a 
shear of 2.1 mrad that is introduced by a relative 
rotation of s imilar prism components will be desig
nated by S2.1p. 
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4 . Geometry of the Prism Interferometer 

The angles and size of the prisms for the shearing 
interferometer are not critical. The choice of size 
and angles of prisms that can be used to produce 
a workable instrument is so diverse that only opti
mum forms will be considered. These forms are 
chosen because they fulfill significant favorable 
operational performances that are unique for the 
different forms. 

4.1. Size of the Prism 

An optimum size prism (length of face B in fig. 1) 
has a dividing plane of 1.5 in. A 1.0 in. or a 1.7 in. 
dividing plane would be almost equally satisfactory. 
Larger prisms require better glass and introduce 
larger aberrations because of thickness, unless a 
spherical entrance face is used. Small prisms are 
more difficult to polish and adjust than larger ones. 

4.2. Surfaces 

All reflecting surfaces of the prism interferometer 
are planes. The flatness of the beam-dividing 
plane is critical. The outer reflecting surfaces are 
less critical because the cones of light have small 
cross sections (being near the vertex of the cone) 
at the points of reflection. The entrance and exit 
faces may be planes if the angle of the cone of light 
does not exceed 1/8 rad (as when testing an j /8 
lens with one conjugate relatively large). When 
larger cones are used, the spherical aberration of the 
prism introduces appreciable deformation of the 
wave front and consequently error into the results 
of measurement. This error is introduced at 
the entrance face because of the difference in re
fraction of any two rays that are combined to 
produce interference. Deformation of the wave 
front by the entrance face is practically eliminated 
if a planoconvex lens (figs. 5E and 5J) having 
the center of curvature of its spherical surface 
located near the point of internal reflection, PI, is 
cemented to the entrance face. 

Since any two rays that are combined to produce 
interference emerge parallel and nearly coincident, 
the shape of the exit face has little effect on the order 
of interference observed at any point in the aperture 
of the lens. 

Distortion by a plane exit face does not contrib
ute error to the measurements if they are made 
visually or photographically, provided reference 
points are established in the aperature of the ob
jective being tested. If photography is used with
out previously established reference points (reference 
points inserted in the photograph), the distortion 
by the exit face will be appreciable for large cones 
of light but negligible for small cones. 

4.3. Angles of the Prism 

The angles of the prism are not critical. Since 
the magnitude of the angles does not affect the diffi-

culty of construction, but does affect the perforrn
ance, the choice of angles will be based on certain 
optimum constraints or requirements of performance. 
Thus, the angles will be so chosen that when the 
principal ray of light from a circular lens (circular 
cone of rays) enters the plane entrance face normally 
and at the center of this face (thus permitting a 
maximum size cone of rays to be accepted) the 
components of this principal ray will emerge from 
one exit face of the prism with minimum refraction. 
This condition provides minimum refraction for 
the entire cone of light and, consequently, minimum 
error in the results of measurement caused by aber
ration in the prism. 

The prisms shown in figure 5 represent the several 
forms that are recommended. Other forms are 
possible but these are adequate and sufficient for 
all possible applications. For purposes of discussion 
the characteristic angles of the several prisms are 
represented as follows: the N6EWSp-type prisms 
by a', {3', and w' (fig. 5A); the N$WSp-type prisms 
by a' and {3' (fig. 5F); the N6EWSs-type prisms by 
Oil, 012, {3, and w (fig. 5BJ the angles (3 and w mayor 
may not be equal for the two component prisms); 
the N$WSs-type prisms by 0111 012, and {3 (fig. 5G). 
The angles shown here for all NEWSp-type prisms 
represent the components of the prism angles in the 
plane of this drawing. Since the elements of these 
prisms are rotated (about an axis lying in this plane) 
to produce shear the refracting edges are no longer 
perpendicular to the figure. If the angle of rotation 
of any two prism components are +Q and -Q, 
respectively, all refracting edges are at angles of 
(90 o ± Q) to the plane of figure 5. The angles of 
the prisms shown here are a, (3, and w. The corre
sponding components of the prism angles in the plane 
of figure 5 are a', {3~, and w'. The relationship 
between any prism angle (unprimed) and its com
ponent in the plane of this drawing (primed) is 

Tan X = cos Q tan X', (X= OI, (3, or w). (1) 

The deviation of the components of the principal 
ray out of the plane of figure 3, at the points of 
internal reflection, PI and P 2, depends upon the 
anglesJ OI and Q. Since the deviations are equal and 
of opposite signs, and since the angle between the 
two emerging components from either exit face is 
the angle of shear, r/>, the approximate relationship 
between ¢, Q, and a is given by 

tan 1/2 ¢ = n sin Q tan a, (2) 

where n is the refractive index of the glass. 
The angle of shear in the NEW S s prism is, approxi

mately, 

(3) 

When the angle a , of the N6EWSp prism is small 
and the components are rotated 7r radians the prism 
becomes a N6EWS s type. Such a prism, shown in 
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FIGURE 5~ Several different types of pl'ism interferometers. 
Tho letter-number abbreviations, described in section 3, describe thc,e prisms. 

figure 6A can be made with adequaLe shear and to 
accept an i /1 cone of light. However, for testing 
such small i-value systems, spherical faces (fig. 6B) 
should be used on the prism to avoid spherical 
aberrations. When Lhe angle of rotation, Q , equals 
7r radians, the angle, a, o( one prism is reversed and 
the shear, cP, equals 4na. Consequently, the angle, 
a, is usually small for such prisms. 

:y'Gnimum refrac tion is obtained in plane face 
prisms when the principal ray of the entrance cone 
is normal to the plane entrance face and the two 
components of this principal ray, that emerge from 
each of the exit faces , make equal angles, but of 
opposite sign, with the exit face. If the prism is of 

\ 

the NEWS p type, the an gles of emergence of the two 
pairs of beams are equal. However, the angles of 
emergence for the NEWSs-type prisms, because 
aj ~a2, cannot be a minimum for both pairs simul
taneously. Consequently the pair of beams that 
emerges from face A2 (fig. 1) will be ignored when 
considering the constraints of angles. When rays, 
1/1 and 2/, (fig. IA), that emerge from face Al suffer 
minimum refraction, their angles of emergence are 
+ (I /2)cp and - (I /2)cp, respectively, and the rays 
1/ and 2/1, that emerge from face .112 will be 0° and 
cp, respectively. The reason for minimizing refrac
tion of the beams that emerge from face AI, instead 
of Lhose from face A z, is due to their greater equality 

(8) 

l<IGURE 6A. Prism inteljerometel' for testing very large cones of light. 

B. Spherical entrance and exit faces eliminate error due to refmction of the prism surfaces. 
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of intensity and, consequently, better visibility of 
fringes. This pair of beams will usually be used for 
making measurements. 

It can be shown by simple triangulation that 
minimum refraction is obtained in plane face prisms if 

{3 = 3a ' 

{3 = 2a' +w' 
(3 = 2al+ aZ 

for all N~pWSp-type priSmS,) 

for all N6Ep WSp-type prisms, (4) 

for all NEp WSs-type prisms. 

We will, therefore, impose these constraints on the 
design of all prisms described here. Since the face 
of prism AlB (fig. 1), that corresponds to the entrance 
face of prism AzB, is not used it may be left un
polished. If, however, one wishes to be able to use 
either prism for receiving the light this surface should 
be polished and the angle {31 should be equal to {3z. 

The angles may have a variety of values consistent 
with eq (4). The range of these values depends upon 
factors such as the magnitude of the angle of shear 
(defined by ¢), the form of prism to be used, the 
refractive index of the glass, the maximum size cone 
of light that is to be used, and whether or not the 
outer reflecting surfaces are to be coated for increased 
reflection. 

The range of usable values for a' in the N6EWSp 
prism is from 0° to w'. Obviously, as a' approaches 
w' the N6EWSp prism b ecomes N~WSp in form. 
The upper limit for a' in the N 4EWSp prism is 7r/7 
rad (= 25.7°, approximately). Figure 7 illustrates 
the limitations of a' for this type of prism. If a' 
(= w') is greater than 7r/7 rad (assuming the principal 
ray enters the center of the entrance face and normal 

,4 ~50 
0(: 26° ----- 250 - ---- -

I 

'~720 ". - ---- -

24° , 
j 

(e) 

(F) 

(A) (B) 

,~-- ~ . 
(D) 220 

~- ~' ::p _ 57.0 . _ 
20° \ , 

(G) 190 2 

(H) 

FIGURE 7. Several pl'ism interferometers showing the effect 
on the rays, f l'om above the uppel' limit of a ( = 26°) to the 
lower practical limit ( = 19°). 

to it), the beam will not suffer two divisions at the 
beam dividing plane, as is shown in figure 7 A. 

The lower limit of w'(= a') for the N 4EWSp prism 
depends upon whether the outer reflecting faces are 
coated to prevent transmission of light or, if not 
coated, on the refractive index of the glass. As 
shown in figure 7H, the in ternal angle of incidence, 
1/;, increases with decreasing values of a'. Also the 
angle 1/; is different for different rays of the cone. 
When 1/; exceeds the critical angle of internal reflec
tion, some of the light is transmitted at the internal 
reflecting surfaces and becomes lost. Consequently, 
if the principal ray is inciden t at the critical angl.e, 
then one-half of the observed image of the lens wIll 
appear poorly illuminated. II the reflecting areas 
of the prism do not appear in the emerging beam, 
these areas can be optically coated for increased 
reflection (as shown in fig. 8). The above discussion 
also applies to hexagonal prisms (fig. 8B). In this 
case, the entire areas of the reflecting surfaces may 
be coated. 

A N~WSp prism having a value of 24° for a' will 
provide total internal reflection to a 15 ° cone of light 
(corresponding to an } /3.8 cone) if it is made of 
borosili cate crown glass (n = 1.517). The same shape 
prism, if made from a dense flint glass (n = l.72), 
will provide total internal reflection to a 25° cone, 
which corresponds to an } /2.3 beam. 

We have described in section 2 above how to 
obtain and control the angle of shear by rotating 
one prism relative to the other (all NEWSp prisms) , 
We have also described how shear may be obtained 
by using component prisms with different angles. 
Shear may also be obtained by purposely introducing 
(by grinding and polishing) pyramidal errol' into the 
prisms. Obviously this has the same effect on devi
ating the beams out of the plane of figure lA that a 
relative rotation of the components has when the 
two components are cut from a single original prism. 

In general , when two sm'faces are cemented 
togethpl', as described above, they will not be parallel. 
Also the vertex of the wedge between them may 
have any direction. Consequently, neither compo
nent of this wedge, perpendicular or parallel to the 
edges of either prism component, will be zero. 

If the dividing plane is confined to one surface, the 
cement effectively becomes a part of the component 

IA} IB} 

FIGURE 8. Prism interf erometers with opaque reflecting sur
faces to prevent tmnsmission of light when the angle of 
incidence, >/I, is larger than the critical angle. 
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prism tbat is uncoated and we have dissimilar 
prism components even Lhough t he original co mpo
nents were id enticfil . In general , two of th e allo-les 
are different and one prism has pyramidal enol'. '=> 

5. Construction of the Prism Interferomete r 

Only prisms of opLimum form will be described. 
All prisms are assumed to be free from Py"amidal 
error, i .e., allrefractin~ edges or a prism component 
are assumed to be p arallel. 

5.1. N6EpW ",Sp-Type Prisms 

Using t he symbolic designation descr ibed in section 
3, the original WSI prism illustrated in figure 5A 
was a hexagonal prism (N6) , with a plane entranc~ 
face (Ep). The two beam-dividing ar eas were 
produced by evaporating a semireflecting layer of 
aluminum on one of the inner surfaces of the prism 
(TV"" dividing planes coplanar), and shear was 
introduced by a relative 1'0taLion of the two prism 
components. 

Figme 9 illustrates how tbis prism was constructed 
from a single original prism (figure 9A) baving 
angles {3, 'Y, fmd w. None of these fl,ngles is critical 
but their values m.ay be advantageously chosen, as 
described above. The angle 'Y is removed by 
grindin g and polishing [l, fourth face, A, that makes 
an angle, a, between it and t lte opposite face, B, as 
shown in figure 9B. The prism AB is then cu 1, 
into two equal prisms, A1BI and A 2B 2, by sfl,wing it 
parHllel Lo the plan e or figure 9 This produces two 
quadriln.teml prisms (figure 90) that have identical 
angles, each 01' these componen t prisms being one-half 
as high as the original (minus the thickness of the 
sa,v cut) . 

A semil'eflecting coat of aluminum is put on smface 
B2 , and t he two co mponent prisms are cemented, 
together as shown in figure 9D. The thickness and 
variations or thickness of t he cement ar e not cri tical. 
Optimum conditions, however , favor a thin parallel 
fUm of cemen 1, that has optical properties approxi
mating those of t he glass prisms. The r eflectivity 
of surface BI is negligible and the cement efl'ectively 
becomes a part of pl'ism ALBI • 

5.2. N6EpW ",Ss-Type Prisms 

This prism is formed from two dissimilar prisms 
that have a difference in the two angles al and a2 
(fig. 5B) that equals approximately one-half of the 
angle of shear divided by the index of refraction of 
the glass. 

A practical procedUJ e is to make two prisms, as 
described in section 5.1. above, with diffel'en t values 
for a. After sawing the prisms into equal parts the 
pairs are crossed by cementing one component of an 
original prism to a component of the other. Thus 
two prisms of this type are obtained. ' 

The r eason for making prisms long enough to be 
sawed into two components is because two small 
sm'faces are more difficult to polish than one In.rger 
surface. 

F I GU RE 9. 8eveml forms of a pTis7n interferometer during 
stages oj its construction and adjustment. 

Figure 9 F. shows how the prism acts upon a converging beam of light to prod uce 
two eohcrcut imagcs of the sourco. 

5.3. N6EpW ,Sp and N6EpW pSs-Type Prisms 

Thes~ prisms difl'er from the N,6Ep vF",S (ei ther 
N6~P lil ."SP. or N~Ep W",$·, ), deSCrIbed above, hy 
haVIng ~emIreflectlllg dIvIdll1?: planes on each of Lhe 
two sW'face BL and B2 of figure 90. The dividin O' 
plane of first incitlence, B z, extend s from the verte~ 
{3 of prism Azli2 to a ver tical lin e in this plane t hat 
passes. t~~)Ugh the normal pr~jec:tion of Pz onto it. 
rhe dIvldrn g plane of second InCIdence, nl , extends 
from the vertex w of prism AIBL to a vertical lin e in 
this' ~plan e that p asses through the normal projection 
of T\ on to it. . 

5.4. NEs W S-Type Prisms 

The only difference between this prism and the 
fVEp WS describ ed above is that a planoconv ex lens 
IS cemented to the entrance face. Best results are 
obtained if the lens and prisms a re made of similar 
glass. The cen tel' of CUl'vatUl' e of the convex sUl'face 
should coincide approximately with the point PI 
where tbe principal ray suffers reflection fr om fac~ 
Al of the prism. 

5 .5 . N4EWS-Type Prisms 

The only differe~1ce between the N 4EWS prisms 
~nd the correspondl~g N 6EWS types described above 
I S that the angle a IS equal to w. This chano'es the 
component prisms from quadrilateral to t)'i~no' ular 
in form. They are easier to construct ef\,sie~' to 
adjust, and in some r espects, have signifi~ant advan
tages over the N6EvVS types. 

6 . The Beam-Dividing Plane 

The recommended optical coating for reflection 
and .transmiss~on o~ the .beam-dividing plane is 
alummum. DlCleetnc coatmgs that have been tried 
produced unfavorable polarization effects. 
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The ratio of reflection to transmISSIOn is more 
critical in this prism interferometer than in many 
other types of interferometers. If we assume RI and 
TI to be the reflection and transmission, respectively, 
of the beam divider at the first incidence and Rz 
and Tz the same at the second incidence, then the 
relative intensities of the several component beams 
may be designated by these quantities before and 
after each incidence on the beam divider. If we 
assume unit intensity for the beam before its first 
incidence, then the transmitted and reflected com
ponents are TI and RI, respectively (see fig. 10). 
The T1-beam is again divided at the second inci
dence into a TI Tz-beam and a TI Rz-beam. The 
RI-beam is divided into a RI TJ-beam and a RI 
Rz-beam. 

If the beam divider is coated with a uniform flim, 
the difference between RI and Rz (or TI and T2) 

is due only to the difference in angle of incidence. 
The difference in angle of incidence varies from one 
type prism to another with variation in the prism 
angles, and also from one ray to another in the 
converging beam. 

If the first division of the beam occurs at the 
inner surface of one prism (see fig. 4) and the second 
division at the inner surface of the other prism, 
then the difference between RI and Rz (or TI and Tz) 
may be decreased by placing one prism closer to 
the source during the aluminizing process. 

The contrast in the fringe pattern depends upon 
the ratio of the intensities of the two beams that 
combine to produce interference. Since the dif
erence between RI and Rz (or TJ and Tz) is usually much 
smaller than the difference (TI-RJ or Tz-R2) , the pair of 
beams RI Tz and TI Rz are nearer equal than the pair RI 
Rz and TI Tz. Consequently, the former pair will pro
duce the best contrast and are, therefore, the beams usu
ally used for making observations. When the fringes 
are to be photographed the RI Rz-TI Tz beams will be 
used for visual adjustments for and during exposure. 

An adequate test for the ratio of reflection to 
transmission of the beam divider is to observe 
visually the two images of a small source by means 
of the RI R2-TI Tz beams. If the images appear to 
differ in intensity by no more than a factor of about 2, 
the contrast and intensity of fringes produced by 
the RI Tz-TI Rz beams will be adequate. 

7. Optical Cement 

Any optical cement that can be worked as a 
liquid, becoming hard at ambient temperatures, can 
be used in these prisms. Canada balsam has been 
used quite successfully. Its hardness is adjusted, 
by distillation of volatile constituents, to a consis
tency considered proper by an experienced optician 
for cementing lenses. 

The advantages of Canada balsam over other 
cements is that its viscosity may be varied at will 
with temperature, and almost unlimited time is 
available for making the adj ustments. This cement 
should be cooked until it is quite hard at ambient 
temperatures. Other cements are more stable than 
Canada balsam, do not require elevated tempera
tures , and do not permit unwanted changes in the 
adjustments after the prism is put to use. 

8. Prisms Support and Adjusting Screws 

The adjustment of the WSI prism is quite similar 
to that for the Kastel'S prism described in reference 
[8]. The two type prisms, N6EWS and N 4EWS, 
require different blocks for adjusting the prisms. 

A photogn\'ph of the block used for adjusting 
N6EWS-type prisms is shown in figure 11. It con
sists of a compartment that approximates the shape 
and is slightly larger than the prism. Four vertical 
adjustable screws cODtact the bottom surface with 

FIGURE 10. Ray trace showing relative intensities of the four FIGURE 11. Photograph of adjustable block for adjusting 
emerging beams N6EWS-type prisms. 
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SINGLE STRA IGHT 
FI L AMENT LAMP 

LOW PRESSURE Hg VAPOR LA MP 

ADJUSTAB LE 
-;:?' DIVIDERS 

FIGU HE 12. Schematic diagram oj V-block for adjustinq 
N,EWS-typ e p?·isms. 

~'he in set shows h ow the contacting ends of Ole screws arc modified to avoid 
injuries to the glass surfaces. The adjustable di viders serve to measure the 
angle of shear. 

two screws suppor ting each component prism. Thc 
top of the block has four verLical screws placed 
directly above those in the base of the block. 

Two horizontal screws contact the entrance face of 
the prism and two others conLact the exit facc of 
the same component prism. Also, four similarly 
placed screws contact the corresponding faces of th e 
other componenL prism. An entrance aperture, noL 
shown in the phoLograph, and an exit aperture per
mit the light to pass through the prism to t he ob
server. A supporting rod is shown for holding the 
block steady during the adjustment. This block 
may be heated on a simple hotplate. 

The V-block for adjusting the N4EWS prisms 
illustrated in figure 12 is very similar to that used 
for the Kosters prism. Additional detail that applies 
to this adjustment appears in reference [8], which 
should be consulted. 

9 . Illumination for Adjusting the Prism 

Monochromatic fringes of interference ar e ob
tained from a low-pressure mercury vapor lamp. 
This lamp is cylindrical in form, is approximately 3 
cm in diameter, and 16 cm long. White light fringes 
are obtained from a galvanometer lamp t hat has a 
spherical globe 2.5 cm in diameter and a single 
straight filament. A right-angle prism is used to 
reflec t the light into the prism. 

The mercury lamp is located, as shown in fi gure 
12, approximately 120 cm from the prism. The 
galvanometer lamp is in line wi.th the prism and 

mercury lamp and approximately] 0 cm closer to the 
prism. This permits simultaneous use of both 
sources . The light passes through the prism in the 
reverse direction of that for normal use. This re
versal of dir ection may be applied to almost any 
interferometer . 

A low power telescope that permits a broad r ange 
of focusing is quite helpful for viewing and counting 
the interference frin ges that ar e formed in the prism. 
These fringes ar e localized as in the conventional 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer . 

10. Adjustment of the Prism Interferometer 

The adjustment of quadTilateral prisms (N4EWS) 
is no different from that of. hexagon al pr isms 
(N6E1iVS). Consequently , a description of one type 
is sufficient. Since the f01'mer type is simpler in 
structure and easier to adjust because of di:fIerences 
in the mechanism for performing the adjustments, 
the N 4EWS type will be used for this description. 

If the entrance face is to be spherical (NEsWS), a 
plane entrance face prism is constructed and ad
justcd before the planoconvex lens is cemented to 
the plane entrance face. 

A description of the adjustments of all types of 
prisms is provided by describing those for the four 
types shown in figure 13. Figures 13A and 13B 
show prisms with dissimilar components (al~a2). 
Figures 13C and 13D show prisms with similar com
ponents. The two beam divisions OCClli" at a com
mon dividing plane in figmes 13A and 13C and at 
different planes in figures 13B and 13D. 

There arc four adjustments to be performed on a 
prism. Some of these are important and some are 
relatively unimporLant to the perfol'mance of the 
prism. These adjustments ar c as follows: (1) to ad
just the optical path of the two components of the 

"" -~---------

(A) 

(0) (8) 

FIGU HE 13. Four types of prism interfe?'ometeTs. 
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principal my 1 a nd 2 (fig. 9D ) to equality so that 
the zero order of interference is centered in the fringe 
pattern ; (2) to ad just the thickness, t , of the cement; 
(3) to parallel t he film of cemen t so that surfaces BJ 
and B2 (fig. 9C) are approximately parallel to each 
other; and (4 ) to adjust the magnitude of the angle 
of shear, cPo 

There is no defini te order for making these four 
adjustments except that number (4) should be fourth 
and last. The other three can be p erformed in any 
order. H owever, by fin;t making adjustment num
ber (1), and maintaining it, fringes of good contras t 
are available for making the other adjustments . 

10.1. Interferometric Fringes for Obsarving Prism 
Adjustments 

There are two types of in terference fringes that are 
used for making prism ad justments. One of these 
sets of fringes is nonlocalized and the other is local
ized with a high degree of variability in the position of 
the plane of 'localization. The nonlocalized fringes 
are produced by two images of a small so~rce . A 
lens or mirror must be used to produce an lmage of 
t he source and the prism forms two images of it by 
amplitude division of the beam. The arrangement 
shown in figures 1 and 9 with a suitable so urce will 
fulfill the requirements. rfhe direction and angular 
width of the nonlocalized fringes, mentioned in sec
tion 2 above, depend, respectively , upon the direction 
of the line joining the two coheren t images of the 
source and on the angle sub tended by this line at th e 
point where the fringes are observed. This source 
must be small [1] in the direction of shear. The 
nonlocalized set of fr inges is unnecessary for making 
adjustments except when a large angle of shear is 
used . When cP is large the localized fringes cannot 
be seen without the use of a long-focus microscope 
because they are so closely spaced. 

The localized fringes may be used for making all 
necessary adjustments if the value of cP is not too 
large (approximately 0.02 rad) . These fringes are, 
in all respects, similar to the fringes produced by 
a Mach-Zehnder [6] interferometer. They may be 
localized anywhere from + ro to - ro . The plan e 
of localization shifts so much during initial adjust
ments that a low-power telescope with a large focus
ing range is quite useful. These fringes may also 
be seen with the unaided eye. An extended source 
may be used when the fringes have moderate spacing 
and the order is small, but a source that is narrow 
in the direction of shear improves the con trast and is 
necessary when the frin ges are very closely spaced. 

When the dividing plane is confined to one plane 
as in the NEW",S-type prisms (figs. 13A and 13C) 
and an extended or narrow source is used without 
a lens as shown in figure 12, only one set of fringes 
is se~n. When the dividing planes are divided 
between the two prism components (figs. 13B and 
13D ) three sets of fringes are seen . Figure 14 illus
trate~ how the paths of the light rays differ for the 
three sets. 

If'" 
(8) EDGE E 

(A) 

FIGU RE 14A. Ray trace showing how three sets of interference 
fnnges are obtained when the dividing planes are on the two 
surfaces B, and B ,. 

B. Appearance of fringes when i lluminated as i llustrated 
in figure 12 . The edges, D and E, are the intersections of 
face A, with the base and top surfaces of the prism. 

10.2. Preparation of Prism for Adjustments 

The prism components are cemented together 
initially in much the same manner as described for 
the Kastel'S [8] prism. The cement is assumed to be 
Canada balsam . The faces of the prism are cleaned. 
A small spo t of ink is then placed on the exit face A 
(which becomes the entrance face during the adj ~st
ment), approximately 2 mm from the vertex of angle 
a and midway between t he edges D and E (fig. 14B) 
of the prism. The compound prism is placed in the 
adjustable V-block (fig. 12) and the assembly in an 
oven. See reference [8] for oven characteristics. 
Using the mercury lamp, illustr ated in figure 12, and 
observing the spot of ink one sees three spots. One 
is a direct image of the inkspot and the other two 
are images in silhouette produced by light reflected 
from faces Al and A 2 • The images of this spot aid 
t he observer in finding fringes and in placement of 
the zero-order fringe when adjustments ar e complete. 

10.3. Adjustment Procedure 

The separation of the two images of the spot of 
ink, described above, is a coarse (or rough ) measure 
of the prism adjustment. A low-power telescope or 
a long-focus microscope is convenient for observing 
both the spot and the in terference fringes. A 
later al separation (in the direction perpendicular to 
edges D and E , fig . 14B) of the images indicates 
either a relative rotation of the prism components or 
a lateral wedge in the cement. A separation in the 
direction perpendicular to the vertex of a indicates 
a difference in the two light paths. I n general, if 
one prism is moved relative to the other in this 
latter direction, the two images change theil' relative 
separation in this direction and, consequently, can 
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be made to approach coincidence . When they're 
close together, frin ges of interference can usually be 
~een in tl1e section (a, b, or c of fig. 14B) in which the 
Images are seen. 

If the prism is of the NE H'pS s or NEVVsS p type, 
the original in kspot should be located ttL a distance 
from th e vertex, a, such t ha t th e Lwo ill1 ~,ges of i t 
appear in t he central secLion, b, of figw'e 14B, 
because t his section tran smi ts Lhe light when the 
prism is used later for makin g me~ts ure lll en ts. The 
relative movement of the images of thc inkspot is 
performed by sliding one prism on Lh e oLher with the 
cement as a fluid lubricant . H eatin g Lhe cement 
permits the viscosity to be altered at will. 

After in terference fringes are obtained with the 
mercury lamp their visibility can usually be improved 
by r educin g the order of interference. ' Vhen the 
order approaches zero , whi te ligh t fri n ges may be 
seen witll the tungsten lamp . Both hmps may be 
in use sim ul tan eo ush. The ord er of in tederen ce is 
al tered by a r elative ~ll ovel1l en L of the prisms per'pen
dicular to theil' r efractin g edges (ver tices of th e 
angles). 

\Vhen the direct ion of t he wedge is known the 
adj us table V-block <wd i t screws can be adj usted to 
correct tlte ('emen t wed ge. Heducing Ute angle of 
the block ~LIld applying pressure 1,0 Lhe tops of the 
prisms causes the cement wed ge to become thinn er 
~tt the top. Conversely, by openin g the V-block 
wedge un til iL is larger Lban t he s um of the prism 
angles, 2a or ( C1' t+ ( 2) , Lhe cement wedge becomes 
thinn er ItL t he b ottom . These adjustments a re 
described in referen ce [8J a nd apply equally well to 
this prism. A zero wedge in the cement is desirable 
for all pris ln types N EWSp. 

The wedge in the cement of prism types NE II'pS s 
(fig. 13B) is unimportant. This prism is relatively 
easy to adj ust if the angle (a2- at) is not large. The 
fringes are rotltted parallel to the refracting edges of 
the prism and the zero ord er is adj us ted to cen ter (cm 
the inkspot shown in fig. 14A) . Best compensation 
is obtftin ed for whiLe light use if the thickness of the 
cement is small. The effect of cement thickness on 
the nature of the interference fringes is in significant 
in prism types NEVI 'S, (fig. 13B) but is importan t in 
prism types NEWsS 1, (fig. 13D). 

The localized fringes in prism types N J; Woo S , 
(fig. 13A) will always be relatively narrow, sin ce the 
angle between the two emergin g wave fronts approxi
mates the angle of shear a nd is usually too large to 
yield broad fringes. The wedge in the cem en t adds 
to this angle and is difficul t to distinguish from t he 
componen t due to the prism angles. However, the 
cemen t wedge can always b e reduced to insignificance 
by heating it to produce low viscosity and applying a 
litt le pressure on the prisms. E ven if a wedge re
mains in the cemen t of t his prism, it can b e coun ter
acted or compensated for by rotating one prism 
relative to the 0 ther Ull til the fringes are pamllel to 
the vertices of the prism angles. Thus, a r esidual 
wedge in this prism. does li ttle harm. 

The localized fringes in the NJ;Woo Sp-type prism 
(fig. 130) will be very broad if there is no wedge in 

the cement and no relative rotation of the compo
nen t prisms. Jf the fringes become parallel to the 
prism 's refracting edges when one prism is row,ted 
abo ut an axis normal to t he dividing plane, the vertex 
of the cemen t wedge is parallel to that of the prism. 
The m aximum fringe width, during this rotation of 
prism compon ents, is then a meftsure of the magni
tude of the wedge. The direction can be determined 
by t he usual test Jor increasing orders. IJ the 
reflecting film is on surface B2 (fig. 12) and t he cemen t 
is thicker at the top than at the bottom , t he frin ges 
will move away from the vertex of an gles C1' when 
prism A 2B2 is moved dow nw~trd. Also, Lltey will 
move toward th e vertex of a when pris m A IBI is 
moved downward or prism A 2B2 is moved u pw~Lrd . 

The light that passes from a source, ar ranged as 
ind ic~, ted in figure 12, t ltrough a NE W sI.S\}-t.vpe 
p ri sm produces Lhree sets of interferett ce frin ges. 
These ,ere indicated in (i.gure JAB an d labeled a, b, 
and c. On e of the two interfering beams in each 
set is reflected from At. The second be,tlll in eac h 
set tmvels the following p,tths: beam a is reflecLed 
from B 2 to A 2 ~tnd finally from B 2 again ; be,tJll b is 
reflected from B 2 to A 2 ftnd finally from B I ; beam c 
is reflected from 131 to A 2 and fln ally from HI agttin. 
The se t a is id ent ical to t he frin ges seen in pri sm 
type N EWS" (fi g. 130) . Set c is the sa me as wo uld 
be seen in thi s prism should it be rotated l HO ° in t he 
adjustable V-blocle The fri nges in se t b are in 
dependent of the wedge in the cement «1ssutni ng 
phll e surfaces n,ne! homogeneous media) . Con
sequenLly, these hin ges will }t!ways be normal Lo 
t he refracting edges of the prism. A relaLive ro tatio n 
of t he prisms will cause these frin ges Lo bec'ome very 
broad. This occ urs when £1 (defined above) becoln es 
equttl to O. When th is condit ion exists Lite fringes 
in set a are parallel Lo the vertex of Lhe wedge form ed 
by t he two surfaces BI and B 2 • Also .. Lhe wid Lit of 
these fr inges is a measure of the magn iLude of this 
wedge. Th e direction o f increasin g t hi ckn ess of t he 
cement wedge is t he same ns the direction of Jll ove
ment of t he frin ges (in set a) when prism A 2i32 

(fig. 12) is moved downward. ' Vh en t lte direcLion 
and magnitude of the cement wedge are known, 
corrective meas ures may be taken to reduce it. 
vVhen the surfaces 132 and BI become parallel, all three 
sets of frin ges will r emain equally wiele as £1 is 
varied for introducing shear . Th e angle of rehtive 
rotation of the prisms, £1, may be held to ,t valu e that 
produces fringes of a co nvenient width for co un tin g. 
By adj usting the zero-order frin ge in set b to a 
referen ce point on t he boundary between band c 
the differen ce in order between sets band c can be 
coun ted while compon en t prism AIBl is moved 
upward relative to compon ent A 2B2 • This difference 
in order multiplied by the wavelength of t he light is 
equal to 2 t,/n~-n; sin2 3a, wher e t is the thickness of 
t he cemen t a t t he bot tom of th e prism (fig. 12), 
112 twd n l are the refractive indices of the cement 
and glass, respectively. Thus th e t hickness of the 
cement wedge Jntty b e mettsured. 

A similar coun t of t he di.fference in order between 
sets a n,ne! b will also give a value for t. The clt a.nge 
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of zero order in set b to zero order in set a is obLained 
by moving component prism A2B2 downward rel
ative to component AIBI. This difference in order 
multiplied by the wavelength equals 2t-Vn2z-n/sin2a. 
Since Lhis latter quantity is larger than that for 
sets band c by a factor of 2 or 3, and since this count 
is not criLical, t he smaller value will usually be used 
for obtcLining t. 

If t becOInes too small it can only be increased by 
recernenting the prisms. Spacers in the form of 
paper strips placed along the margins (edges D and 
E, fig. 14B) will serve to control the thiclmess of the 
cem.ent. If t is found to be too large, it can be 
readily reduced by prolonged pressure on the prisms 
which causes the cement to be forced from between 
the prism components. Usually a value of t that 
is within 50 percent of the optimum value will be 
Sf) tisfactory. 

When the required value of t is obtained the 
prism components are rotated to produce the desired 
shear, the zero-order fringe is adjusted to the center 
of the prism aperture, and the temperature is re
duced sufficiently slowly (approximately 25:l pel' 
hour or less) to avoid excessive gradients during 
cooling. 

11 . Angular Deviation by the Prism 

The mean deviation of a pail' of interfering beams 
is the angle between the entrance beam and the 
bisector of the angle between any two emerging 
beams that combine to produce interference. 

The range of deviation of interfering beams that 
may be obtained with this prism interferometer is 
considerable. There may be occasions when it is 
desirable to have a mean deviation of a pair of 
interfering beams equal to 0°, 90°, or both. The 
N 4EWS prism cannot be made to produce zero devia
tion. A 90 ° mean deviation, however, is obtained 
with the N.JsWSp prism by making a = 22.5°. The 
N6EWSp prism will produce a 90 ° mean deviation of 
two interfering beams if (w + a) = ({J - a) = 45° . The 
N6EvVSs prism will produce a mean deviation of 0° 
for one pair of beams and 90° for the other pair of 
interfering beams if al = - a2 and {J = w= 45 + 2al' 

12. Summary 

Many types of prisms have been constructed and 
tested. They are found to be quite useful for measur
ing the shapes of wave fronts and changes in wave 
fronts with time. Prisms with large shear angles 
yield higher accuracy when testing high-quality (tele
scopic) optical systems, and prisms with small shear 
angles yield relatively high accuracy when testing 
systems that have large aberrations (large OPD 
variations) . 

Important advantages of the several prism types 
are: N6EWS prisms can be most economically made 
by grinding and polishing one surface, A, (fig. 9B) 
on right-angle reflecting prisms, which are readily 
available commercially. N$WS prisms are easier 
to ma,ke from unworked glass because only three 
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faces have to be polished, instead of the four re
quired for the N 6EWS prisms. The range of devia
tions for the N6EWS prisms is different from that of 
the N $WS type, and this is sometimes important. 
The vertex of the cone of light, received by an 
N 4EWS prism (image S, fig. 1), can be much closer 
to the exit face than for the N6EWS prism, which is 
important for observation of large cones of light 
from high-power optics, because the size of the 
pupil is limited. The NEWsS prism permits rota
tion of the fringes whereas the NEWpS prisms do 
not. The N6EvVS prism can be made to accept a 
larger cone of light than that for the N 4EWS type. 
The N 4ETVS prisms requires a simpler fi.xture for 
making adjustments (fig. 12) than does the N6EWS 
type (fig. 11). These and other differences permit 
the choice of a best type for any given application. 

All prisms used in this development were made by 
Mr. John V. McDermott. 

13. Appendix A 

Reference Points 

The analysis of data taken with the WSI requires 
that the reference points be chosen in a manner that 
permits the application of the operations described 
in reference [5]. The reference points should be 
equally spaced on a straight line (usually a diameter 
of the lens or mirror being tested) that is parallel to 
the direction of shear. The angular spacin g of the 
points is equal to the angle of shear. Such a set of 
points is defined as a "family" of reference poin ts. 

If the reference points are labeled (see fig. 15A) 
P o, p], P2 ..• PN , where (N+l) is the number of 
points in the family, the corresponding images will be 
labeled (fig. 15B) Po' and Po", PI' and PI" , P 2' and 
Pz", ... PN ' and PN ". One image of each point 
will coincide with images of the adjacent points. 
One image of P 2 (i.e. P2') will coincide with image 
PI" and the other image of P 2 (i.e. P 2") will coincide 
with image P/'. If one point (such as Pz in fig. 15C) 
is displaced from its family position the images of it 
will not concide with those of the neighboring points 
(fig. 15D). If the line of reference points (fig. 15E) 
is not parallel to the direction of shear the images 
will not coincide in pairs. 

The number of points in a fam.ily depends upon the 
angle of shear and the angular aperture of the lens or 
mirror being tested. The ratio of aperture angle to 
shear angle is equal to the number of spaces between 
the points plus the excess spaces between the border 
and end points. The excess fraction of spaces allows 
for a possible change of one in the number of members 
of a family. For instance, if there are 3 ~f spaces and 
one point is chosen at the center, then only 3 points 
can be included in the family. However, if one point 
is chosen near the margin, there will be 4 points 
in the family. 

The position of the family of points on the line is 
not critical. When one point is chosen, however, the 
positions of all members of the family are known. 
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The chosen point may be at the center, at the margin, 
at any chosen distance from the margin or center, and 
on any line parallel to the direction of shear. The 
chosen line is usually a diameter of the circular aper
ture (if it is circular) but may be any chord of this 
circle that is parallel to the direction of shear and of 
sufficient length. 

It sometimes happens that the number of points in 
a family is too small and, consequently, the spacings 
are too large for sufficient data. For example, if an 
fill (5.2 0 aperture angle) telescope objective is to be 
tested with a prism whose angle of shear equals one 
degree (see fig. 16), the largest number of reference 
points that may be included in a family is six. 
This is obtained by choosing one point (whose images, 
Po' and Po", appear as dots in the figure) near the 
margin. If one point (whose images P 5 ' and P 5 " 

appear as small circles in fig. 16) is chosen at the 
center of the lens, it will be found that the family 
consists of only five poin ts; and since the number of 
reference points in the fringe pattern is one less than 
the number in the family, there will only be four 
points for reading data. Five or six points may not 
provide data at sufflciently close intel"\Tals along the 
line of reference points- especially if the optics that 
are being tested have zonal errors. 

The number of usable points along the line of 
reference points may be increased by using two or 
more families. Thus, two families of points (labeled 
family No.1 and family No.2, in fig. 16) may be 
combined to decrease the angular spacing to 0.5 0. A 
third family may be added to provide additional 
points. Any integral number of families may be 
added to obtain data at as many points as desu:ed. 

Reference [51 describes how to compute for one 
family of points. We will show here how to apply 
more than one family. When two or more families of 
points are con1.bined, it is desirable to use a different 
unit for v and to choose equal spacings for the points. 
This permits the use of integers for subscrip ts with no 
added complications. When two families are to be 
used, the separations of the points equal one-half the 
shear. When three families are used, the spacing is 
one-third the shear, etc. 

We will use the fringe pattern of reference [5] 
(shown in fig. 17 A) to show how to apply two families 
of points. The second family is added (fig. 17B) as 
small circles located midway between adjacent points 
of the original family of points. The orders of inter
ference, for all points in the fringe pattern, are listed 
in column 2 of table l. 

The equations of observation (No.5, ref. [5]) for 
family No. 1 are 

02=oo+2.74+r-2e 
04=02+2.10+r-4e 
06=04+ l.70 +r-6e 
08=06+ 1.45 +r-8e 

010=08+ l.30 +r- l0e 
012=010+ 1.00+r- 12e 
014 = 012+0.30+r-14e 

and the set for family No.2 are 

1 
(10) 

) 

P
J 
II P~' 

X X X X ® ® 
P, P2 P3 ~ P' 

2 
P' 
3 

lA), 

PIli P3 Ps x x x x 0 
P, P3 ~ P5 0 

P2 p' P2 2 

Ie) 

IE) 

FIGURE 15. Illustration of the characteristics oj a Jaml:ly of 
ref erence points. 

03= 01 + 2.40 + r-3e 
05= 03+ 1.88 + r - 5e 
07 = 05+ 1.56 + r-7 e 
09= 07+ 1.37 + r-ge 

Oil = 09+ 1.18 + r - lle 
013= 011 + O.71 + r - 13e 

(11) 

When using two or more families of reference 
points, the methods of solution described in reference 
[5] are impractical. The deviations (o's) of one 
family will not, in general, fall on the same curve 
(which represents the shape of the wave front) that 
passes through the other family of deviations. The 
two families may be required to fall on one and the 
same wave front shaped curve by applying Newton's 
interpolation formula [9] and requiring that it be a 
polynomial of degree (N - 1). This is obtained by 
requiring that, 

00+ (I-N)Ol 

+ (I -N) (2-N) oz+ (I -N) (2 - N) (3-N)03 
2! 3! 

+ ... + (I-N) (2-N) ... (- I ) OIN-ll=O (12) 
(N- l )! 

where N is the total number of points in the two 
families. 
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p' 
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f---Io __ 

FAMILY (OF REFERENCE POINTS) NO.1 

o 0 0 FAMILY (OF REFERENCE POIN TS) NO.2 

FIG U RE 16. Illustration of how two families of points may be 
combined to increase detail in the computed wavefront. 

The dots, labeled P o, P " p" p" p, and PIO form a family of paints that are defined 
as famil y N o. 1. '"1"'110 circles, labeled Pl, P a, P S, P7, 81'd P 9 form another famil y 
of points that arc defined as family No. 2. 

p . o 

The two families of deviations are referred to a 
common reference sphere by requiring that 

00+ 01+ 02+ 03+04= 0 ) 
05+ 06+ 07+ 08+ 09= 0 
010 + Oil + 012+ 013+ 014= 0 

(13) 

and the deviations are required to fit the same wave 
front curve by requiring (N = 15 in equation (12) 
that 

(14) 

On combining eqs (10), (11), (13), and (14) and 
solving them as a set of simultaneous equations, we 
obtain the deviations shown ill table 1, column 3. 

Equation (14) may be replaced by the equivalent 
simpler equation, 

14 

which is obtained by subtracting ~ 02 (which from 

13, equals 0) from 14. 

p o 
o 

p O 
I 

o ____ ._p_~- • P~ 
A B 

FIG U RE 17 A. A fringe pattem with one family of points. 

B. A fringe pattern with two families of points. 
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T A B LE 1. Observed orders of interfe ren ce, q" an d com pu ted 
deviations, 0" ]Tom fi(/ure 17 

g, 0, 

----
0 -0.28 
1 -.05 
2 2.74 .09 
3 2. 40 . J, 
4 2. 10 . 11 

5 1. 8 .07 
0 1. 70 .02 
7 1. 56 -.02 
8 1. 45 -.04 
9 1. ,7 -.02 

10 1. 30 .04 
11 1.18 .09 
12 1. 00 . 11 
13 0. 71 .01 
14 . 30 -. 24 

(P aper 680 3-160) 
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